
As is well known, the church’s balance sheet for 2020 will
show a loss of about £100,000. The majority of this is
accounted for by the cost of running Saint Nicolas’ Place
(SNP). In September 2019, after over ten years of
subsidising the work of the building, the PCC reached a
point where it could no longer afford to pay staff after the
end of March 2020. It therefore decided to put Saint
Nicolas’ Place on the market. That same month, we were
able to report that the property company assisting the PCC
to find new owners was pleased with the initial level of
interest and that meetings had already taken place with
three poten�al buyers.

Meanwhile, at our February meeting, we reviewed, for the
last time, the decision to put the building up for sale. Sadly,
as there had been no change in our financial position, we
confirmed that, from 31st March 2020, weekly activities at
Saint Nicolas’ Place would be further reduced and that the
last of our hard-working and loyal staff would leave. No
bookings will be taken a�er this point.

Meanwhile, the church’s staff will ensure that the building
continues to be available to its commercial clients. A plan to
allow some community users to continue their activities for
a limited period is also being finalised.

At the same time, the decision has been taken to dissolve
the Community Interest Company, which has been
overseeing the use of Saint Nicolas’ Place in recent years,
and to return the legal responsibility for its management to
the PCC. As the owner of the building, the PCC will continue
to work with local groups who want to continue to use SNP
for community purposes.

It is a cause of great regret that this position has been
reached, but the financial support which the church has
had to give over a ten year period to keep Saint Nicolas’
Place open amounts to over half a million pounds. Despite
the creativity and the best efforts of everyone involved,
since winning the BBC Restoration television competition in
2004, this much-loved building has been unable to generate
enough income to cover its running costs.

The decisions which the PCC has recently had to make have
helped to reduce St Nicolas’ Church’s losses. Unfortunately,
though, they are not going to be enough on their own.

In common with every other parish in the country, Kings
Norton is expected to make an annual contribution towards
the cost of running the Diocese and of paying clergy
salaries. In our case, it would usually be a six-figure sum.
The Church of England calls this the Common Fund and, in
recent years, our parish has not been in a financial position
to meet all of its obligations towards it, partly for the
reasons explained above. That now needs to change.

We have therefore agreed with the Archdeacon, who
represents the Diocese, financial plans for next year and for
the medium term. The Archdeacon came to listen to the
PCC and others at a meeting at the end of February. That
meeting raised important questions about the way in which
St Nicolas’ Church will operate in future. There are far-
reaching decisions to be made about howwe use clergy, lay
ministry and volunteers to achieve our mission. We have
begun to explore options, but this is just the beginning of an
important conversa�on between us all.

Finally, St Nicolas’ Church itself is in need of immediate
attention. We have completed essential urgent repairs to
the steeple and the electrics, and are now able to undertake
a further phase of important, high priority repairs. We hope
in this phase to make good the baptistry roof, which is
currently kept dry by scaffolding which costs the church
£1,000 a month, a further drain on our shrinking resources.
You may also have noticed that some pews have become
unsafe. The PCC has therefore decided to apply for
permission to remove them.

We will need a major grant for the complete repair and
restoration of St Nicolas’ Church. Obviously, if we can reach
a better budgetary position we will improve our chances of
obtaining the support we need.
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The Parochial Church Council (PCC) is the way in which the church in any English parish takes decisions. Our
most recent meeting in February continued to work through the very serious financial challenges that are
now facing St Nicolas’ Church, Kings Norton.


